INAE Expands its Activities to Engage with A Larger Cross Section of Engineers, Technologists, Academicians

- INAE was established in 1987 as a Society under the Societies Registration Act 1860 and is an Autonomous Professional Body partly supported through grant-in-aid by the Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India since 1995.
- INAE comprises of India’s most distinguished engineers, engineer-scientists and technologists drawn from industry, academia, R&D organizations and strategic sectors covering the entire spectrum of engineering disciplines.
- INAE has the mission of providing vital inputs to the planning for the country’s development, particularly related to engineering and technology.
- INAE provides a forum for futuristic planning for country’s development requiring engineering and technological inputs for comprehensive solutions to the needs of the country.
- INAE honors Indian and Foreign nationals as Fellows and Foreign Fellows who are elected by “peer” committees in recognition of their exceptional merit.
- INAE administers government initiatives/projects at the behest of DST, SERB and AICTE.
- INAE is the only Engineering Academy in India and represents India in the International Council of Academies of Engineering and Technological Sciences (CAETS -- https://www.newcaets.org/)
- INAE institutes scholarships in engineering, promotes entrepreneurship, works on technology forecasting and engineering policies, acts as an advisory body, publishes study reports, conducts conferences and workshops and undertakes joint activities with CAETS
- INAE is now widening its outreach by expanding its activities to engage with a larger cross section of engineers, technologists, and academicians.
- INAE has instituted Institutional, Corporate and Individual Memberships to bring a wider cross section of engineers under the umbrella of the Academy.

**Fellowship**

The fellowship is a flagship recognition to the Notable Engineers who are nominated and elected by a three-tier process in 10 Engineering sections as per the chart below:

- Indian
- Foreign

**Memberships**

In order to have a wider reach and participation of engineering community, following new streams of membership of INAE have been incorporated recently.

- Individual
- Institutional
- Corporate
Engineers Conclave

Engineers Conclave is a mega event organized by INAE jointly with major engineering organizations since 2013, with the objective of providing a platform for engineers from allied fields to meet, deliberate and recommend right engineering solutions to some pertinent issues of national importance.

National Frontiers of Engineering (NatFoE)

National Frontiers of Engineering (NatFoE) Symposium launched by the INAE in 2006, brings together outstanding engineers between 30 and 45 years of age, from industry, Academia and R&D Labs to discuss leading-edge research and technical work across engineering fields.

Youth Conclave

INAE Youth Conclave is organized each year since 2017, under the aegis of the “INAE Youth Forum” to encourage the engineering youth of the country with a view to enhance the engineering excellence, youth leadership, and encourage nation building.

INAE Annual Convention

The Annual Convention organized during the month of December every year, is a mega event attended by Fellows, Foreign Fellows, Young Associates and Invitees. Newly elected Fellows including eminent engineers from Industry are inducted as Fellows of INAE in the Induction Ceremony.

INAE is the only Engineering Academy in India and represents India in the International Council of Academies of Engineering and Technological Sciences (CAETS) with over 31 Member-Academies from across the world. CAETS focuses on engineering and technological issues of global concern.
INAE has incorporated two routes for engagement in the corporate category.

Viz Corporate Membership and Corporate Donation

1. Corporate Membership

**Suggestive Privileges/Benefits that INAE can offer to the enrolled Corporate Members (on paid basis)**

The Corporate Member* may select and opt for any of the expertise offered by INAE, as listed below based on respective Category: (Benefits are for a period but the mention of the corporate members in the INAE Yearbook, Records, and Website will be perpetual)

I. Dedicated Chair / Lecture / Award (newly instituted or existing) / Expert advice and service from INAE (review report, evaluation, assessment, service in committees)

II. Sponsor of selected INAE Events

III. Poster session / Symposium / Contest or competition / Dedicated study groups

IV. Awards in an occasion / Technology Forum / Discussion Panel / Study Group

V. Invitation to be delegates in INAE Events

VI. Logo display in INAE Website / Newsletter / Events / Stall in Exhibition

VII. Advertorial / Technology survey / Reports / Expert pool access

VIII. New Program/ Conference

*The members to select, propose and finalise with INAE the combination of benefits of interest to them. While the Elite Member gets the highest priority and the maximum number of benefits and the Affiliate gets only a limited choice of number and kind.

**Categories of Corporate Membership (Annual)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Subscription (In Lakhs)*</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>Elite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-49</td>
<td>Premier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-24</td>
<td>Senior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>Associate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Affiliate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*GST (Goods and Services Tax) 18% is applicable on the Corporate Membership

**Public information dissemination channels:**
- Individual Fellows, Young Associates, and Awardees of INAE
- INAE website and social media handles (FB, Twitter, Instagram)
- INAE Newsletter and Yearbook
- Newspaper and magazines
- Backdrop screen/canvas in all INAE and INAE-Chapter events
- INAE reports and proceedings (inside cover pages)
2. Corporate Donation

The Corporate houses can donate to INAE under following Categories along with the benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Donations (In Crores) #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>12 Years</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>6 Years</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#Benefit to donor for deduction upto 50% of the contribution made under Section 80G of the Income Tax Act 1961 (for contributor filing ITR as per Old Tax Regime).

Privileges/ Benefits towards Donors:

- All donors shall be honoured with the title of “Patron”. (Only for Platinum Donor)
- Donor’s representation in INAE Governing Council and Finance Committee (Only for Platinum Donor)
- Dedicated named/memorial Chairs
- Named Lecture series
- Named Award (newly instituted or existing)
- Named Poster session / Symposium / Contest or competition / Dedicated study groups
- Awards in an occasion / Technology Forum / Discussion Panel
- Dedicated session/symposium/lecture in the INAE Annual Events
- Display of name/Logo of donor at appropriate places in INAE Website, Newsletter etc.